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6 things you should know about the Holocaust

6. How did Jews resist?

The last in a series of 6, 20-minute self-study short lessons for KS3



Short lesson 1 overview

Well done – you’ve made it to the last of six short, 

20-minute lessons that I’ve put together for you to help 

address some of the common misunderstandings 

many students have about the Holocaust.

In this 20 minute lesson you are going to;

6 a) Reflect on what ‘resistance’ means. (5 mins.)

6 b) Explore two case studies of how Jews resisted (10 

mins.)

6 c) Reflect on the implications of this in a quiz (5 mins.)



Key terms for this lesson

Key term Meaning

ghetto A part of a city where just Jews were forced to live in slum 

conditions.

Sonderkommando Mostly Jewish prisoners in death camps who were forced to 

remove dead bodies from gas chambers.



6 a) What does it mean to resist?

On an A4 piece of plain paper, create a mind map to describe what you 

think resistance looks like.

Don’t worry if you’re not too sure about some things. Just record words that 

help describe what you think you know.

On the next slide is the outline of a mind map you can use to get you 

started, or you can create your own.

10 mins.



6 a) What does it mean to resist?
5 mins.

What 

resistance 
look like?

fighting



6 a) What does it mean to resist?
5 mins.

What 

resistance 
look like?

fighting

Here are some ideas about what resistance might look like.

Did you get any of these, or did you get some other ones? 

As you can see, there are many different ways in which we can understand what resistance can mean.

violence

arguing

ignoring

doing something 

differently

justice

something both men 

and women can do

not doing as you’re told

being brave hiding



6 a) What does it mean to resist?

Don’t forget as well that it was extremely difficult for Jews to resist.

If you remember from short lesson 1, the intent of the Nazis was to wipe 

out all the Jews from the face of the earth. So Jews were facing a massive 

threat to their very existence.

They also often had limited knowledge of what the Nazis were doing, which 

made it especially hard to fight back.

10 mins.



6 b) How did Jews resist?

The next two slides show two case studies;

 The first is about Mordecai Anielewicz

 The second is about Zalman Gradowski.

Read them both, and then be ready to think about and answer the 

questions on the slide after them.

10 mins.







6 b) How did Jews resist?

Now you have read the two case studies, think about the following;

 How did Mordecai Anielewicz resist? 

 How did Zalman Gradowski resist? 

 Having read them both, how do we know understand what it meant for

Jews to resist?

Note that Sonderkommando like Zalman Gradowski, would have been 

executed if they refused to follow orders, and were regularly murdered 

after completing tasks anyway.



6 b) So what can be said about Jewish resistance

during the Holocaust?

So, Jews resisted the unfolding genocide in a variety of ways, despite the 

horrors they faced. Indeed, Esther Brunstein, a Holocaust survivor, has said that 

even ‘to have survived one day under those conditions and retain one’s 

values was a great act of resistance.’

 Why do you think it is important to know about Jewish resistance during the 

Holocaust?

Knowing about the many Jews who resisted, despite the Nazis’ attempt to murder

all of them, helps to show that they weren’t just victims who did nothing to resist, 

but instead showed they resisted in a variety of ways despite the difficulties and 

horrors they faced. Many of their stories, as you have started to see, are quite 

remarkable.



6 c) End of lesson quiz

You will be given 3 multiple-choice questions to see how your knowledge 

and understanding of responsibility for the Holocaust has started to 

develop.

Use a pen and paper to record you answers.

At the end of the quiz are the answers. You can use this to see how you’ve 

done after you’ve recorded your best answers…

5 mins.



6 c) End of lesson quiz

Question 1

Which of the following statements about Mordecai Anielewicz is not

true?

A. He led the first armed uprising against the Nazis in any town or city 

anywhere in German-occupied Europe

B. In the Warsaw ghetto uprising he took his own life rather than surrender

C. His case shows that Jews did resist, often against overwhelming odds

D. The Warsaw ghetto uprising wasn’t important. It inspired no other 

uprisings.

.



6 c) End of lesson quiz

Question 2

Which of the following statements about the case of Zalman

Gradowski is true?

A. Jews resisted by accumulating evidence of Nazi crimes

B. Jews were too scared to resist

C. Jews only resisted by direct fighting

D. Jews were unable to resist



6 c) End of lesson quiz

Question 3

Which of the following statements is true?

A. There was no Jewish resistance to the Holocaust

B. Resistance only meant fighting the Nazis with guns

C. Jewish resistance took many different forms

D. It was easy to resist



6 c) End of lesson quiz

Answers

1. D

2. A

3. C



End of short lesson 6

Well done!

You have now completed the last of six short lessons about 

important things you should know about the Holocaust. Now you are 

starting to understand that Jews resisted the unfolding genocide in a 

variety of ways, despite the horrors they faced.

If you’ve been able to complete all six short lessons, and understand 

their key messages, then you will be a step ahead of most students in 

English secondary schools that we surveyed in 2016.
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6 things you should know about the Holocaust

6. Jews resisted the unfolding genocide in a 
variety of ways, despite the horrors they 
faced.


